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COLLOCATION METHOD FOR A SCREEN PROBLEM IN R3
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Dedicated to Professor Dr. E. Meister on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday

Abstract. We examine the numerical approximation of the first-kind integral

equation on a plane rectangle defined by the single-layer potential of the three-

dimensional Laplacian. The solution is approximated by nodal collocation with

piecewise bilinear trial functions on a rectangular grid. We prove stability and

convergence of this method in the Sobolev space Z/~'/2 . A key ingredient

in the proof is the observation that the collocation equations define symmetric

positive definite Toeplitz matrices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let Q := (-1, l)x(-l, 1) c M2. The first-kind integral equation on Si,

(1.1) vu(x):^^^u(y)-^y]=f(x)      (xeSl),

gives the solution of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation in K3\Q
with Dirichlet data / given on Si ("screen problem") (see [12, 25]). One

important application of (1.1) has been the computation of the capacitance of

the square plate Si. The numerical computations were frequently made with

collocation methods, although a convergence proof was not available. For the

numerical approximation of the solution u of (1.1), we introduce a gridD^
on Si,

(1.2) □»:={<:= * -(*, !)[*«*}.

As trial space we use the space 5'1(D;v) of all continuous piecewise bilinear
functions with nodes in D^. Then our collocation scheme is the_ following:

Find a function uN G SX(DN) whose nodal values vanish outside Si such that

(1.3) VuN(xkw) = f(xkw)   forxf GD^nQ.

The main result of this paper is the stability and convergence of this method in

the Sobolev space H~1/2 (see Theorem 3.1).
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The mapping properties of the operator V in Sobolev spaces are well known

(see [25]). In particular, V defines a positive definite symmetric bounded bilin-

ear form on the space H~ll2(Si). This fact implies immediately the convergence

of any Galerkin approximation scheme for (1.1). Such Galerkin schemes with

various spline spaces have been studied theoretically as well as practically by

several authors (see [25, 15, 6, 7, 16]).
In contrast to Galerkin methods, convergence proofs for collocation meth-

ods for higher-dimensional integral equations are rare. With the exception of

second-kind Fredholm integral equations, only a few special classes of integral

equations have been analyzed successfully: bisingular integral equations in [10],

and higher-dimensional singular convolution operators of order zero in [21] (see

also [11, 17]). In [17, 2, 1] one finds overviews of the history of collocation

methods for partial differential equations and pseudodifferential equations.

Collocation methods for boundary integral equations for two-dimensional

boundary value problems, i.e., for integral equations on open or closed curves

in R2, have been studied extensively by many authors with many different

methods (see [27, 17] for recent summaries).

Prössdorf and Rathsfeld in [18] use the observation that the collocation ma-

trices are related to finite sections of a fixed infinite Toeplitz matrix. Then
the symbolic calculus for Toeplitz matrices, based on Fourier series, can be ap-
plied. For the case of strongly singular integral operators (translation-invariant
pseudodifferential operators of order zero) on cubes in Rm, m > 2, a related

method was used in [21] to prove stability and convergence of piecewise bilinear

collocation in the L2 norm. In the present paper, we use this idea as a basis

for the analysis of the collocation method for the operator V in (1.1), which

is a pseudodifferential operator of order -1. We expect that our approach will

work for more general strongly elliptic pseudodifferential equations.

The infinite Toeplitz matrix which we obtain here for the collocation scheme
(1.3) is positive definite and symmetric (see Corollary 3.5), and the finite colloca-

tion matrices inherit this property. This fact can also be understood by relating
the nodal collocation method with piecewise bilinear splines to the Galerkin

method with piecewise constant trial and test functions. The matrix elements

for both methods are actually the same (see Remark 5.1). Thus, our method is

also related to the method of Arnold and Wendland [2], which gives convergence

proofs for nodal collocation with odd-order splines for strongly elliptic pseudo-

differential equations on smooth curves by reducing the collocation scheme to

an equivalent Galerkin scheme.
After proving, in §§2-4, the stability and convergence of the collocation meth-

od (1.3), we mention in §5 some generalizations of our scheme, which can easily

be treated with the same ideas. In the same way one also proves stability and

convergence for the corresponding one-dimensional problem, namely the nodal

collocation with piecewise linear trial functions on a uniform grid for the first-
kind integral equation on an interval defined by the single-layer potential for the

two-dimensional Laplacian (screen problem in R2). Generalizations to higher

dimensions are also possible.

2. Basic notation

In the previous section, we introduced the domain Si and the grid D^ . We

need the following additional notation for TV g N,
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(2.1) œN := {k G Z2|jcf G Q} = {k G Z2| \kj\ <N,j = \,2}.

A nodal basis for the space Sl(DN) of piecewise bilinear splines is defined as

follows: Let (b°(t) := max{0, 1 - |r|} for ten, and define for jc G M2

(2.2) ^0(x):=<l>0(xx)-(f>0(x2),

(2.3) tpNk(x) := p¿(JV(x - x%)) = «»¿(AT* - k).

Then 51(üAr) = span{^|A: G Z2}. We need the following (2/V+l)2-dimensional

subspaceof S'iTJ*).

(2.4) S'iD" nQ):= span{ç»£| fc Ew"}.

For any continuous function /on R2, we define the restriction to D^ by

(2.5) r"/:=(/(*f)W

For any sequence (Akez2 we define the piecewise bilinear interpolant by

(2.6) iN(fk) := Y fkVk-
kev

The system of equations corresponding to the collocation equations (1.3) can

be written as

(2.7) rNViN(uk) = rNf   on/,

where (uk)k€a)n are the nodal values of uN G Si(DN n Si),

(2.8) uN = Y uKVk-
keco"

The matrix elements of the system (2.7) are given by

(2.9) ((*>?)(*#))*,*€„,.

From the translation invariance of the operator V (1.1) and the definition (2.3)

of the basis functions <pk  we see that this is a Toeplitz matrix.

Remark 2.1. The collocation points in (2.7) include the nodes on the boundary

of Q. The definition of the trial function uN uses these nodes, too. Therefore,

the support of uN is not contained in Si but in the slightly larger set

By HS(R2) (s G R) we denote the usual Sobolev spaces [13]. For a bounded

domain tf,

(2.10) p,?: w h-» u\g

is the operator of restriction to tf. Then

(2.11) Hs((f) := {u\& | u G HS(R2)} = p#Hs(R2)

and

(2.12) Hs(cf) := {u G //5(R2) | suppw c ô?}.
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Then, with respect to the natural extension of the L2 duality,

(2.13) (f,g):= [ f(x)gjx)dx,
Jri

Hs(cf) is the dual space of H~s(

The basic mapping properties of the operator V in the energy spaces are

summarized in the following lemma which is well known (see, e.g., [14, 25]).

Lemma 2.2. (i) The operator p&V: H~xl2(tf) —> H^2(tf) is an isomorphism.

(ii) The sesquilinear form (Vu, w) defines an equivalent inner product on

H~xl2(rf) : There are constants cx, c2 > 0 such that

ciHm||~ < (Vu, u) < oIIm||~

for all u G H~xl2(tf).   The constants cx, c2 depend only on the size of the

domain tf.

(iii) Let W := -AV be the operator of the normal derivative of the double-

layer potential. Then the sesquilinear form (Wu,w) defines an equivalent inner

product on Hll2(tf) : There are constants cx, c2> 0 such that

cu\u\\jjl/2(^<(Wu,u)<c2\\u\\2~l/2{tf).

3. Stability of the collocation method

Let

(3.1) n" :=/■*!■"

be the interpolation projector onto the spline space 5'1(DA'). We can write the

collocation equations (1.3) in the form

(3.2) pQnNvuN = pç1nNf

Our aim in this section is the proof of the stability and uniform boundedness

of the sequence (Po^nV)n€N ■ Note that the projection IT^ is not bounded

on Hll2 , so that even the uniform boundedness is a nontrivial result.

In the following we will denote by C generic constants independent of /V.

Theorem 3.1 (Stability). There is a constant y > 0 such that for all N G N and

all w eSl (DN n Q) there holds

(3.3) \\Pa^Nyw\\Hl/Ha) > y\\w\\H-U2m.

Theorem 3.2 (Uniform boundedness). There is a constant C G R such that for

all N g N and all w G S1 (DN n Q) there holds

(3-4) WPatFVwWvftm < C|MI/r-i/2(R2).

For the proof of these theorems we need some additional tools. First we

need the well-known approximation property and inverse inequality for our

spline space (see [4, 3, 22]).
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Theorem 3.3. Let c? c R2 be a square.  ( We need the two cases cf = Si and
cf = 2Si.)

(i) For any s g (1, |) there is a constant C such that

(3.5) ||A,n"t; - v\\H1/H/f) < CNl'2-s\\v\\Hsm

for all v eHs(cf), and

(3.6) lin^-^ll^/^^CTV'/^llt;!!-^

for all v G Hs

(ii) For any t < s < \ there is a constant C such that

(3.7) \\p*v\\H,m < CNs-'\\p<?v\\Htm

for all v eSl(DN), and

(3.8) ll«llff'(R2) < CNs-'\\v\\H,m

for all v£Sl(aNntf).

Next we introduce discrete Sobolev spaces. Our spaces are related to those

studied by Frank [9] and Stephan [24] (see also [20, 19]).
We define a norm in the space of sequences by

(3.9) \{Uk)keiAs,N := \\iN(Uk)\\H*m-

The discrete Sobolev space is

(3.10) hsN(Z2) := {(uk)kez2\ \(uk)\StN < oo}.

On the grid coN we define the finite-dimensional subspace

(3.11) ^(^):={(^)fcez2G^(Z2)|M/t = 0forÄ: i coN).

This is CM , M = (27V + l)2 , with norm \-\s,n-
It is easy to see that for 5 = 0 we have the norm equivalence

\ 1/2

(3.12) \(uk)\o,N^N-l\Y\Uk\2"

\k€l.>

By " « " we denote the equivalence of norms with constants independent of N.

Taking (3.12) into account, we define the scalar products in I2,

(3.13) ((uk),(vk))N:=N-2YukV-k.
k€Zl

For Fourier series on the square Q := (-n, n) x (-n, n) we use the following
notation:

(3.14) fl({):= Y e-ik^uk=:F(ukm;
kez1

so we have

(3.15) uk = (2n)-2 [ ü^)eik'( d^.
Jo
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The integral operator V defines two discrete sesquilinear forms:

(3.16) (/"(«*), ViN(vk)) = Y "*(?»". Vf$W
k,k'

and

(3.17) ((uk), rNViN(vk))N = N-2 Y uk(Vtp^)(x^v^.

k,k>

The form (3.16) defines a matrix which corresponds to a Galerkin method for

the equation Vu = f. The form (3.17) corresponds to our collocation method
(1.3). More precisely, the collocation scheme (1.3) can be considered as a finite

section method for the infinite Toeplitz matrix defined by (3.17). The diagonal-
ization of the infinite Toeplitz matrices via Fourier series leads to the following

representations of the bilinear forms (3.16), (3.17).

Lemma 3.4. Let u = F(uk) and v = F(vk) with (uk), (vk) e ll(I?). Then

(i) (iN(uk), ViN(vk)) = N-^QXG(mZ)W)dtí\

(ii) ((uk),rNViN(vk))N = Ar3/eAc({)o(í)t)(í)¿í•

With the operator W defined in Lemma 2.2(iii), we have

(m) aN(uk), wiN(vk)) = N-ifQxiv'G(mt)mdz.
Here the functions XG, Xe, and XW'G are defined by

(3.18a) XG(Z) = 27 • (2k)-2 £ |i + 2»r|-' f[ ^¿\ ,

(3.18b) Xe(H) = 8 • (2k)-2 Y K + Wl fl ^}%£\2 -

(3.18c) A^6«;) = 27 • (2n)~2 £ |{ + 2nr\ f[  ™}%™
reZ2 j=\ w + /jrOJ

Proof. For functions m G Cq°(R2) we define the Fourier transform by

(3.19) «(£):= / e-i('xu(x)dx.
JR2

It is well known (see [8]) that the operators V and W have the Fourier repre-

sentation

(3.20) Vu(x) = h2n)-2 [ e^x\Q-lû(Qd^,
¿ JW

(3.21) Wu(x) = \(2n)~2 í e^x\í\ü(Qd^
1 Jw-

From the definition (2.3) we obtain

(3.22) K(0 = N-2e-^/NÍl(J^.

Parseval's formula yields

(<PNk,V<pNk,) = \(2n)-2 í |írV«;)¿£«;)d{
(3.23) ,   Jr2

= TV-3 / ei{-k'-k)'*kG(Ç)dS,
JQ
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with

(3.24) XG(d) = l-(2n)~2 Y lí + Za^'lio« + 2rcr)|2.
rez2

From (2.2) we compute the Fourier transform

(3.25) rtffl.wn*^.

Inserting this in (3.24), we find (3.18a), and from (3.16) we obtain

(iN(uk), ViN(vk)) = N'3   Y   u^ Í ei{k'-kHXG(0 dt
k.k'ezs Jq

= iV-3/ö(i)ö(|)AG(«S)^.JQ

This proves (i). For a more detailed computation, see [21]. For the bilinear

form (3.17), we compute with (3.20) the matrix element

(3.26)

V(PU4) = \V*T2 J e*'*H\£\-lí»(QdZ

= N-i f ei(k-k'KXc{_i)d¿Í!
Jo

with Xe defined by (3.18b). This proves (ii).
For (iii), we observe that according to (3.21), we have to replace the multiplier

|{|-' in (3.23) by ft .   D

From the definitions (3.18a, b, c) we see immediately that the functions

XG, Xe, and Xw<G are positive C°° functions on g\{0}, and that XG and

Xe behave like <f{\i\~l) at £ = 0, whereas kw>G(Ç) = cf(\^\) near £, = 0.
Therefore, XG, Xe , and (Xw'G)~l define equivalent weights on Q, i.e., there
exist constants cx, c2, c^ > 0 such that

(3.27) cxXG(Z) < c2Xc(Ç) < (A^-0^))"1 < c3XG(Ç)

for all i G ß\{0} .

Corollary 3.5. For any N g N, the collocation matrix in (1.3) is positive definite

and symmetric. The collocation equations are always uniquely solvable.

Corollary 3.6. (i) Both quadratic forms (3.16) and (3.17) define norms on

h^f ' (coN) which are equivalent to the | • \-\/2,n norm (3.9) with constants
not depending on N.

(ii)Let tf c R2 be a bounded domain. For sequences (vk) with suppiN(vk) c
c? we have the norm equivalence

(3.28) \(vk)\2/2,N*N-1 Í \m\2{t-G{Z)Txd!;.
JQ

Proof. The equivalence of the norms corresponding to the sesquilinear forms

(3.16) and (3.17) follows directly from Lemma 3.4(i) and (ii) and (3.27). The
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equivalence with the | • |-i/2,jv norm follows from Lemma 2.2(ii). The equiv-

alence (3.28) follows from Lemma 2.2(iii) together with (3.27) and Lemma

3.4(iii).   D

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Si = 2Si = (-2, 2) x (-2, 2). We need an extension

operator L from Hs(Si) to Hs(Si). It is well known [23] that such an operator

exists as a continuous linear operator

(3.29) L: Hs(Sl) -> HS(Q)   for all s > 0.

We can assume that L is given in such a way that supp YlNLv c Si for all N

and all v G Hs(Si). We show first that there is a constant C independent of

N such that

(3.30) \\nNLpau\\~i/2{?i) < C\\pau\\mPW

holds for all u g S^D^). Indeed, we have

(3.31) \\nNLpau\\nm{n) < \\Lpau\\~i/2{?l) + ||(/ - n^)LpnM||~1/2(ñ).

The first term on the right-hand side in (3.31) is bounded by C\\pqu\\Hí/i^
according to (3.29). For the second term we use the approximation property

(3.6) and the inverse inequality (3.7) and obtain for s G (1, \)

H(/-n")L/jaM||~1/2(n) < cjv^-'iiLftjKll^S)

< CNl/2-s\\pau\\Hs{a) < C||^nM||ffi/2(n).

Next we show that there is a constant independent of N such that

(3.32) \((uk), (vk))N\ < C|(ufc)|_1/2,jv • \{vk)\i/2,N

for all sequences (uk), (vk) with supp iN(uk) c Si, suppiN(vk) c Si. By

Parseval's formula, we have

l(("*) > (vk))N\ = N-2(2ny2   i u(í)o(í) di
\Jq

(3.33) < (n-* j m)\2XG(Z)d¿}

V1 / \v(Z)\2(XG(Ç))-x di
K JO>Q

The first factor on the right-hand side is bounded by C|(«¿)|-i/2,jv according

to Corollary 3.6(i), and the second factor is bounded by C\(vk)\XßtN according

to (3.28). Thus (3.32) is shown.
Combining the estimates (3.30), (3.32), and Corollary 3.6(i), we obtain for

w = iN(wk)eSl(nNnSi)

l(^/<)l-i/2,TV • \\PnnNVw\\HtlHa) > C||n"LpnirVu;||~1/2(a) • 1(^)1-1/2,n

= C\rNLpaTlNVw\x/2,N ■ \(wk)\-l/2,N > C\((wk), rNLpQnNVw)N\

= C\((wk), rNViN(wk))N\ > C\(wk)\2_l/2tN.   O

Proof of Theorem 3.2. This follows by the same arguments as (3.30) above.   D
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4. Convergence

In this section we prove the following convergence theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let f G Hl+£(Si) with some e > 0 and u G Jr/-'/2(Q) be the

solution of the integral equation (1.1). Then for any N e N, the collocation

equations (1.3) have a unique solution uN e Sl (0N n Si). For any n>0 there

is a constant C > 0 independent of N such that

\\u-uN\\H-ll2m<CN-l/2+»\\f\\H¡+c{íi).

Proof. Let PN be the L2 orthogonal projector onto S'iD^nQ). It is well

known that PN is uniformly bounded in the HS(R2) norms for \s\ < \ and
that there holds the approximation property

(4.1) ||v - PNv\\H-mm < CN-l'2+"\\v\\H-,m

for all v g H~i(Si). Then we have

(4.2) \\U-U     ||//-I/2(R2)  <   ||W - P     W||//-1/2(R2) + ||.P     U-U     ||//-1/2(R2).

We know that u G H~i(Si) holds for any n > 0 (see [5]). Therefore, (4.1)
gives for the first term on the right-hand side of (4.2) the estimate

(4.3)       \\u - PNu\\H-UHm < CN-^WuU-nai < CN-l'2+«\\f\\Hl-HCl).

For the second term on the right-hand side of (4.2) we estimate further, using

the stability estimate (3.3) and Lemma 3.3:

\\PNu - ^b-^^) < C\\PilUNV(PNu - uN)\\w/Ha)

= C\\piiUNVPNu-paYlNf\\mn{a)

< CWp^VpXu-pnfU^a) + \\Pa(f ~nNf)\\H¡IHSl).

The last term can be estimated with (3.5),

\\Pa(f-nNf)\\HI/HSÏ) < CN^-^UWu^y

Finally, we have

\\paUNVPNu-paf\\„m{il)

< \\panNVPNu - PaVPNu\\HU1(a) + \\pa(VPNu - Vu)\\Hm(a)

< C{N-l'2-e\\VPNu\\H¡+.{a) + \\PNu - uy-inpi))

< c(N-l'2-'\\PNu\\mm + N-l'2-M\m"<m)

< C(N-l'2+"\\PNu\\H-Hm + N-W-WfWm^m)

< C(N-l'2+"\\u\\H-Hm + N-l'2-°\\f\\Ht+e{Q))

< CN-WMmw   D

5. Generalization

In this final section we want to mention briefly some generalizations of the

collocation method (1.3) for which our present approach is also applicable.

The first generalization concerns the domain Si. Instead of the square, we

can consider any polygonal domain which is a union of a finite number of cells
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of some rectangular grid Ah¡>l¡2 := {(kxhx, k2h2) \ k G Z2} . The grid 0N has to

be replaced by j¡Ah¡ tkl. It is easy to see that the results of §§3 and 4 remain
valid for this case.

The second generalization concerns the splines which are used as trial func-

tions. We can prove the stability and convergence results of the previous sections

for splines which are tensor products of univariate splines of odd order. Since
the statements of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 remain the same in this case, we

only mention here the change in the essential part of the proof of Theorem 3.1,

namely statement (ii) of Lemma 3.4. If we use tensor products of 5-splines of

degrees dx and d2 as a basis, then the symbol Xe(Ç) of the collocation matrix

is changed to

(5.1) Xe(i) = (2n)~2 • 2***+' Y I« + ̂ r' ft (7%§-)di+i ■

For the interpolation projection n^ in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we use piecewise

bilinear functions also in this more general case. It is clear that the new function

Xe in (5.1) is a weight function on Q which is equivalent to the functions

defined in (3.18a) and (3.18b).

Remark 5.1. If we compute the symbol XG of the Galerkin matrix with tensor

product splines, we obtain

(5.2) XG(i) = (2n)~2 ■ 22«^3 £ |{ + 2nr\-> f\ (f&gf)"' ".

Comparing this formula for dx = d2 - 0 with (3.18b), we see that the matrix

elements for the piecewise bilinear collocation method are the same as those for
the piecewise constant Galerkin method.

The last generalization which we want to mention concerns the integral op-

erator V. Instead of V as defined in (1.1), we can use a convolution operator

A which has a Fourier representation

(5.3) Au(Z) = oA{i)ù(t).

We make the assumption that A is strongly elliptic of order -1, i.e.,

(5.4) oA(tt) = rlaA(Z)   foralUGM2\{0},r>0,

\Ç\ • aA(í) is bounded, and

(5.5) Re <x¿(í) > y > 0   for all f e R2 with |£| = 1.

Then we can prove the stability result of Theorem 3.1 exactly in the same way

as for V above. The symbol Xe of the collocation matrix is then changed to

(5.6) *■•*({) = 16 - (2*r2 Y M« + 2nr) J] (T,^L
rêZ2 7=1 ^  j j'

From the assumption (5.5) it follows that

(5.7) ReXA'c(Ç)>2yXc(Ç)   for aile: G Q,

which is an essential part of the proof of the stability estimate.
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Finally, we want to mention that the stability result also holds for strongly

elliptic systems of convolution operators of order -1, for instance for the op-

erator defined by the single-layer potential of the equations of linear three-

dimensional elasticity theory.
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